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KEY ANSWER- SCIENCE 

                                                                              SECTION – I 

1. An altered gene in sperm 
2. Alzheimer’s disease 
3. Mixed nerves 
4. Seed 
5. Canines 
6. Chloroplasts 
7. Petroleum 
8. Colloidal solution 
9. White 
10.  Wrought iron 
11.   >c = 0 
12. 365.25 X 24 X 60 X 60 X 3 X 108m 
13. 6.673 x 10-11 Nm2 Kg – 2 
14. 20J 
15. Commutator 

                                                         Section  - II 

16. Bone marrow, Embryos, Amniotic fluid and umbilical card 

 

17. i.  Dolly 

ii. Edward jenner 

 

18. i. Hepatitis B virus (HBV) 

ii. Vitamin B12 

 

19. chillness, shivering and rise in temperature. The Distention of spleen and destruction 

of liver tissuse. 

 

20. The dorsal portion of the mid brain consists of four hemispherical bodies. 

Functions: Controls and regulates the various visual reflexes and optical orientation. 

21. Marking the Floral parts in the picture 
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22. (a) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) explains (A) 

 

23.  LS of  Kidney 

 

 
 

24. Doubly thick skin, Water storing osmotic cells, thick bushy eye brows, Nostrils which 

can be closed during desert storms. 

 

25. The have specialised cells and tissues for performing various necessary functions of 

the body such as intake of food and oxygen. Unlike unicellular organisms, multicellular 

cells are not in direct contact with the outside environment. Therefore, diffusion cannot 

meet their oxygen requirements. 

 

 

26. Some plants obtain nutrients from non-living organic matters.  

Eg: Fungai and bacteria 

 

 

27. Table: 

Autotrops Chlorophyll Hibiscus 

Parasites Haustoria Cascuta 

Saprophytes Mycorrhiza Monotropa 

 

28. Mulberry    -----→ Caterpillar  ----→ Sparrow  --→ Kite 

 

29. Non  toxic, Reasonably safe to handle, Distribute and to be used as a fuel and the 

highest mass energy content. 

 

 

30. This statement is incorrect  

A renewable resource is a natural resource. It can be replaced by natural process at 

a rate equal to or faster than its rate of consumption by humans. 

 

31. Watering yards and gardens, Filtering septic systems and irrigating fields. 

 

32. Brownian movement:  

The phenomenon by which the colloidal particles are in continuous random 

motion is called Brownian movement. 
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 Brownian motion is named after ROBERT BROWN, a biologist. He observed 

the motion of the particles in suspension of pollen grains in water. 

33.  

solute solvent Example 

Solid Gas Smoke 

Gas Solid Cork 

 

34. Errors: 

(i). 2 x R. M. M = V. D 

(ii). The molar volume of gas at STP is 22.4  litres 

 

35. Solution  

pOH = -log10[OH- ] 

 pOH = –log10 (1.0 x 10-8)  

pOH = 8 

pH = 14 – pOH 

 pH = 14 – 8 

pH = 8 

36. The Second equation does not take place. Because Zinc is more reactive than 

Copper. 

 

37. Aluminium alloys (Duralumin) is used to design the body of aircraft. Because the 

alloys  are light, have high tensile strength and corrosion resistant 

 

 

38.  

 
 

39. Yes. The reason satisfies the Assertion. 

 

40. BARC, WHO, ONGC 

 

 

41. Loaded truck has more inertia or greater momentum than the empty truck.  So more 

force is required to stop the loaded truck than the empty truck. 

 

42. Solution: 

V = 240 V,  

I = 0.65 A  

The power of the bulb, P = VI = 240 x 0.65 = 156 W 
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43. i) The cost of establishment is too high. 

ii) The output of single windmill is quite low and cannot be used for commercial 

purpose. 

iii) The wind speed should be higher than 15 km / hr which is not possible in all the 

seasons. 

44. In this picture, 2 Ω, 1Ω are in parallel this can be reduced as  
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The circuit is reduced as , 3/ 2 Ω , 2 Ω, 3/ 2 Ω are in series. 

So effective resistance across A to B is    Rs= R1+ R2+ R3 
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2
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 Ω    or 3.3 Ω 

 

45. The power of a lens is defined as the reciprocal of its focal length. It is represented 

by the letter P.  

The power P of a lens of focal length f is given by  P = 1/ f 

The SI unit of power of a lens is ‘dioptre’. 

 

46. By changing  slip ring into split ring. 

 

47. (ii) Both (A) and (R) are correct but (R) does not explain A. 

                                                                       SECTION  – III 

PART - I 

48. Refer Book page No: 23&24 

49.  Refer Book page no: 41 

PART – II 

50. Refer Book page no :69 & 70 

51. Refer Book page no :122 

PART – III 

52.  a) i ) Nitroglycerine   - 4 moles 

                ii) Gas molecule produced- 12 + 6 + 1 = 19 moles. 

 b) 1 mole of nitroglycerine is = 19 / 4 = 4. 75 molecules. 

 c) Mass of nitroglycerine  = Molecular mass X mole 

           = 227 X 1 

           = 227 g. 

53. i ) Alkynes: 

• General formula- Cn H 2n-2 

• Suffix     - -yne 

• The hydrocarbon containing carbon to carbon triple bond are called alkynes. 
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• Alkynes are named in the same way as alkenes. i.e., by replacing suffix- ane of 

alkane with -yne. 

• Ex- Ethyne, Propyne 

ii) If the molecular mass of an alkyne is 54, then its molecular formula is  C4H6 

PART- IV 

54.  F α 
𝑮  𝒎𝟏  𝒎𝟐

𝒅𝟐  

 i)  Force will be increased (Force is directly proportional to mass ) 

 ii) Force will be reduced half of its previous value ( Force is inversely   

               proportional to distance of the bodies) 

 iii) Force can be Doubled. (Force is directly proportional to mass ) 

(b) Relationship between G and g 

 𝑭 =  
𝑮𝑴𝒎

𝑹𝟐    ---------- (1) 

According to Newton’s second law of motion 

F= mg ----------- (2) 

Equating (1) and (2) 

𝑮𝑴𝒎

𝑹𝟐    = mg 

g =
𝐺𝑀

𝑑
 

‘g’ is independent of the mass of the body ‘m’ but, it varies with the distance from the 

centre of the earth. If the earth is assumed to be a sphere of radius R, the value of ‘g’ 

on the surface of the earth is a constant 

 

55. a) (i) The object is always placed to the left of the mirror. 

(ii) All distances parallel to the principal axis are measured from the pole of  

     The mirror. 

(iii) All the distances measured to the right of the origin (along +X axis) are taken 

                as positive while those measured to the left of the origin (along -X axis) are 

                taken as negative 

(iv) Distances measured perpendicular to and above the principal axis (along      

     +Yaxis) are taken as positive. 

(v) Distances measured perpendicular to and below the principal axis (along -   

      Yaxis) are taken as negative. 
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 b) The field of view is maximum and convex mirrors produced virtual and erected 

images.  
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